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Agenda 

- TT Club introduction

- Supply chain imbalance 

- Safety

- Security

- Migration

- Conclusions: Call to Action

- Q&A
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Established expertise 

- Over 50 years’ experience serving 

the industry

- Comprehensive cover

- Loss Prevention and expert support

- Integrated global reach – managed by 

Thomas Miller

- Membership advantages

- Our claims and underwriting executives 

work together as single team
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TT Club is the leading 
provider of insurance 
and related risk 
management services to 
the international transport 
and logistics industry.



TT Club overview
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The year TT Club 

was established and 

containers revolutionised 

freight transport.

Percentage of the 

world’s maritime 

containers insured by 

TT Club.

Percentage of the top 100 

ports in which TT Club 

provides insurance.

The number of 

dedicated countries 

in which TT Club has 

dedicated offices.



Creating added value 

- We engage in international forums and 

trade associations

- We are a key player in international debates 

affecting a range of industry issues

- We publish expert publications keeping 

our Members in touch with significant 

industry developments

- We provide training and support to Members on 

best practices through our StopLoss brochures, 

risk management podcast and webinars

- Members and brokers can access claims 

information 24/7 using TT’s digital services 

platform
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Underpinned by our 
industry-leading insurance 
packages, we insist on the 
highest levels of customer 
service and continually 
seek to deliver added value 
to our Members through a 
range of extra benefits. 



Supply chains under threat

Risk of imbalance is inherent to 

complex global networks

- Natural disasters / pandemic

- Terrorism

- Economic cycles

- Geo-political instability

- Shortages of capacity (labour)

- ESG



Safety

- Abandoned cargo

- Dangerous goods

- Poor practices
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Security

- Cargo theft

- Freight crime

- Fraud

- Shift in targeted modes

- Insider risk
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Freight crime data

- Data is key

- Detailed data

- Mapping risk trends

- Data sharing

- Raising awareness

- Mitigation strategies



Migration

- Stowaways

- Clandestine migration

- Economic migration

- Civil wars

- Persecution
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Call to Action

Disappearing ability to absorb short-

term shocks inherent to complex 

global networks.

Future supply chain technologies will 

be the big winner.



Mitigating risk/raising awareness
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It’s not the usual relationship between 

an insurer and the assured. Ours is a long-

term partnership where TT Club has 

supported us as our business has grown 

and our needs have changed.
Member (30+ years)

Thank you



Thank you
Any questions?
ttclub.com


